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Legal reservations
The sole purpose of this document is to provide relevant information to potential Token holders so they can decide if they want to do the detail analysis of the
company due to their interest in acquiring Acom Tokens.
The information presented in this document may not be exhaustive of the issues raised in it and does not imply elements of establishing any contractual
relationship.
This White Paper does not constitute a request for quotation sell or offer to buy securities in any jurisdiction where offers or requests in violation of the law.
Although Acom is not a security and its owners are not shareholders, if this token can be classi ed as a security, may be subject to certain restrictions imposed by
U.S. or Canadian securities laws or securities laws applicable to other countries.
This White Paper is an information document presenting Acom. nance plans for the development of Acom Investments in the future. Acom.Finance reserves the
right to change these plans or refrain from implementing them at its sole discretion. The White Paper has not been prepared in accordance with any legal or
regulatory acts and is not subject to any legal or regulatory act in any jurisdiction to protect investors.
This document may contain “forward-looking statements” - that is, declarations related to events in the future. These declarations often refer to the future
business and organizational plans of Acom.Finance and often include words such as “expect”, “intend”, “plan”, “will”, “would”, “estimate”, “forecast” or “aiming”.
These declarations, by nature, relate to issues that are uncertain to a varying extent.

ABOUT US
Acom. nance is a decentralized community-driven Finance (DeFi) asset management platform built on the intelligent Binance Smart chain, designed to bring
convenience to investors who are interested in the introduction of cryptocurrency, NFT and DeFi markets.
Technology improves the world and does it constantly. Our thing is to streamline this unrecoverable process
and mark our part in transubstantiating the crypto community.
Acom is equipped with the latest Bot Advisory technology, which is offered automatically Investment portfolio management is extended by arti cial intelligence
(AI) and Machine learning (ML). Thanks to the intuitive user experience, Acom makes it easier.
The Acom team participates in spreading the idea of Blockchain. It connects interested groups into one promising project

OUR MISSION

Our mission at ACOM is to produce wealth for crypto currency investors by navigating the complex DeFi sector, Nfts through web 3.0 technology.

OUR VISION

Our vision is to improve access to the DeFi sector and catalyze wealth creation and management through Acom. nance.

What Is The Acom.
Finance Swap Token

TOKEN OVERVIEW

Acom Swap token is a
cryptocurrency that is being
developed on the Binance Smart
Chain (token BSC). Acom is issued
by ACOM.FINANCE ecosystem. The
issuance of Acom is a long term
plan constitutes a comprehensive
Community-driven ecosystem that
ensures user’s satisfaction such
as: swaps, yield farming, payment,
investment and utilizing nancial
products/services of
Acom. nance ecosystem.
AcomSILVER is the governance
token for Acom swap.

•ACOM SWAP TOKENs (ACOM GOLD,
ACOM SILVER, ACOM GEM)
•BLOCKCHAIN: Binance smart chain
•TOTAL SUPPLY: 10,000,000 SILVER,
1,000,000 GOLD,
•SYMBOL: AcomG,
AcomSLV ,AcomGEM.
•Decimal: 9

Funds usage
ACOM GOLD

ACOM SILVER

ACOM GEM

AcomSLV

AcomGEM

10,000,000

Coming soon

SYMBOL
AcomG
TOTAL SUPPLY
1,000,000

25% of raised funds will be used for
Marketing and PR.
25% of raised funds will be used for
building products and platforms.
10% of raised funds will be used for
insurance funds and reserve.
15% of raised funds will be used for
operation.
25% of raised funds will be used for
liquidity of the Acom Gold token.

ACOM TOKENOMICS
: Presale total Supply; 5,037,851.6 Acom silver
: Token Name; Acom silver
: Token Symbol; Acom silver
: Token decimals; 9
: Presale rate; 82 Acom silver
: Listing rate; 62 Acom silver
: Sale method; Whitelist Only
: Soft cap; 150BNB
: Hard cap; 300BNB
: Unsold tokens; refund
: Minimum buy; 0.07BNB
: Maximum buy; 3BNB
: Liquidity; 70%
: Start time; 2022
: End time ; 2022
: liquidity lockup time: 2592000 minutes
: Website; https://Acom.Finance
: Using Team Vesting? ; Yes
: Total vesting tokens; 5000000 Acom silver
: First token release after listing (minutes);
129600
: Vesting period each cycle (minutes); 259200
: Token release each cycle; 10%
: First batch token release amount; 10%

USE CASE

Funds usage Chart
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PRE SALE DETAILS
1. Presale will take Two weeks with two phase and each phase
will take one week.
Phase one Cost of one token (Acomsilver) - 0.005BNB
Phase two cost of one token (Acomsilver) - 0.0075BNB
2 .Term of token sales =Two Weeks with the possibility of an
automatic early completion in pursuing the nal goal of
presale.
3. Expanded goals after start presale = impossible
4.Total token to be locked = 4,000,000 AcomSilver
6.Secured ways to purchase token = BNB
7.Hardcap = 300BNB

Acom Swap Dex
Acom Swap Dex, will be a decentralized exchange that allows direct peer-to-peer transactions of
cryptocurrency to take place securely online without intermediaries. The unique point of Acom
Swap Dex will be in the transaction fee, it will use low fees compared to other exchanges in the
trading process and with the highest transaction speed.
Crypto Earning by Staking (or Savings) Services
The ACOM swap exchange will introduce a crypto revenue staking service through the leading
data provider for crypto staking and growth tools that users can use their digital asset “staking”
to secure a blockchain network. In return for helping to protect the network, participants who
stake their token receive a share of the reward block in the form of freshly minted tokens. Staking
is an integral part of a ProofofStake (PoS) consensus mechanism. ProofofStaker requires network
participants to stake the network's native resource to achieve distributed consensus. Block
rewards are awarded to stakers using a selection combination and the size of the stake (measured
by the number of token) that were provided.
Acom swap Yield Farming
Holding the AcomSILVER token will help community driven projects reduce token lock-up fees and
lock in liquidity fees. On the ACOM Swap platform Millions of dollars worth of Blockchain projects
come out every day. With the lock token the main feature of the projects, guaranteeing
transparency and security in the nancial management of these projects. Since Lock Liquidity is
becoming a standard in the DeFi industry, Acom is out to be come a puplic vault for asset locks
with a juicy APY.
Acom.Finance NFT
The Acom NFT Marketplace is a marketplace for social media users to create NFT’s (non-Fungible
tokens) of their items or images and sell them on the platform. Acom NFT Marketplace users are
able to add single or multiple items on the marketplace to sell. Users looking to purchase on the
market place must also be registered to the Acom. nance NFT Marketplace.
Blockchains tune and reveal all transactions after their rst block to the present day block,
together with every other switch and/or alternate records of an NFT asset. Blockchains do that
with exceptional facts encryption. It ensures a robust monitoring of possession and a entire
records of NFT asset purchases. There isn't anyt any thriller as to the beginning or records of the
NFT, because the entirety is registered and absolutely transparent.
All transactions on the Acom NFT Marketplace are conducted using the platform's Acom-gem
token which is used as a utility token on the platform.

Acom SWAP DEX
Acom Swap is a decentralized exchange (DEX) based on the Binance smart chain network and powered by customized
automated market maker (AMM) smart contracts. The use of the AMM model enables Acom Swap to solve liquidity
problems.
The idea behind Acom Swap DEX is "disintermediation," which means removing middlemen to allow regular people to
do business directly with each another. A DEX doesn't offer custody of users’ crypto assets. Instead, users directly
hold all their assets in their own wallets at all times.
Decentralized crypto exchanges (DEXs) are blockchain-based apps that coordinate large-scale trading of crypto
assets between many users. They do that entirely through automated algorithms, instead of the conventional approach
of acting as nancial intermediary between buyers and sellers.
In contrast, Acom decentralized exchange allow users to trade directly from their wallets by interacting with the smart
contracts behind the trading platform. Traders guard their funds and are responsible for losing them if they make
mistakes such as losing their private keys or sending funds to the wrong addresses.
As decentralized exchanges are built on top of blockchain networks that support smart contracts and where users
keep custody of their funds, every trade incures a transaction fee along with the trading fee. In essence, traders
interact with smart contracts on the blockchain to use DEXs.
ACOM.FINANCE

Acom. nance Roadmap
2021

2022

2023

Q1

Q1

Q1

-Smart contract creation
-Web development and smart
contract deployment
-Establishment of Acom. nance
company

-Acom Swap dex launch

Q2

- AcomTOKEN and testnet launch
(GOLD,SILVER,GEMS)
- ACOM mainnet launch
- Listing Of Acom token on
exchanges
- 1st presale
- 2nd presale

Q3

- Acom Token main lunch
- Acom swap Yield Farming
- NFT launch

Q4

-Collaborations

-New Payment Gateway
-Listing Of Acom token on
exchanges.

Q2

- Acom DAO
- Launch investment platforms
-P2E Game Tournaments

Q3

-Crypto Evangelism
-Blockchain backed-charity Acom
reachout.

Disclaimer
This document is made by the associate degree development team behind ACOM.Finance.
This document is to be used solely for instructional and informational purposes.
The contents during this whitepaper aren't a money promotion or preposition. Statements, observations, analysis, and alternative information gift in this
document are not supposed to make a foundation for an investment decision.
None of the contents of this whitepaper represent an invite to participate in any investment activity. This document isn't to be understood as a chance for
business, solicitation of investment, inducement, or provide for an investment in a money product, security, interest, or assets.
the knowledge during this whitepaper is bestowed in sensible faith, however no warranties, guarantees, or representations are created by the
ACOM.Finance Team with reference to the accuracy, completeness, or quality of the information within.
ACOM disclaims any and every one responsibility, and recipients of this document expressly waive any claim for director indirect losses or damages of any
kind arising from:
● Any action resulting from reading this whitepaper
● Reliance on any information in this document.
● Negligence of the recipient
● Usage or acquisition of ACOM.Finance token Applications or products
● Any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the information.
ACOM.Finance reserves the right to update, modify, or correct data during this white paper at its sole discretion, without {any with none} forward notice or
an obligation or liability to produce such notice to any recipient of the document. This document is con dential and supposed to be viewed solely by
choose recipients licensed by ACOM.Finance. The document won't bind, convey any rights, obligations, terms, performance, covenants, representations or
warranties on behalf of ACOM.Finance to the Recipient, or produce any relationship between ACOM.Finance and any Recipient or the other third party.
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